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Name Organisation Present 

Participants list attached   
   

Agenda 

1. Introduction 

Peter Van der Perre - director ITS.be & Sven Huysmans senior expert The New Drive  

2. From park & rides towards mobility hubs in Brussels   

Eric Dubois - director-general Parking.Brussels  

3. Mobility plan MODU2.0  

Guido Savi - Public affairs Febiac Luxembourg  

4. Mobility hubs in Luxembourg  

Pierre-Paul Bertiaux - consultant & former director BMC/Mobib  

5. Ambitions and opportunities in Belgium  

Jeffrey Matthijs - co-founder Mobipunt vzw  

6. Discussion & lessons-learned  

Simon Neyt - Interim Manager – Vervoerregio Antwerpen & Senior Manager EY  

Notes & decisions 

1. 
Peter Van der Perre (ITS.be) welcomes all participants in this webinar and introduces the topic for 
today (see presentation). This webinar is replacing the technical visit to Luxembourg which was 
foreseen. Together with the Luxembourg ministry ITS.be is searching for a new date (probably 2021). 
 
All presentations and audio file can be found via this link. 
 
Many questions were asked in the chat. Some of them were discussed at the end of the webinar. 
 
 
2. 
Eric Dubois highlights his vision on how current P+R’s can be transferred into mobility hubs. Coovi-
CERIA is a first step. 
 
Questions and remarks: 
 

http://www.its.be/high-level-meetings-open-workshops#7mei2020
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• Does the rate include public transport? (-> answer: no, people also need to register and pay for the 

parking) 

• What are the first results of the occupancy rate of the coovi/ceria parking. How do you make the P&R 
attractive to use? 

• From 2718 spaces now to 13916 in 2024 (> factor 5), will this effectively be realised? 

• How can you ensure that guests will have availability? 

• I firmly believe in this concept, but as long as parking is cheap around the commercial areas (parking 
on Avenue Louise/Louizalaan, Vossenmarkt) this will be a hard case price-wise 

• Impressive P&R infrastructure; however, infrastructure is just one part of the puzzle; how will people 
be incentivized/directed towards using them? (behavioral shift)  

• In which way has the link towards the public transport itself be included? The quality of the waiting 
accomodation, etc? 

• Given low initial rates, how is finance organised?  

• Is there any flexibility in the design of these large parking buildings? Due to the reduction in privately 
owned cars, the use of parking areas will be more diverse in the future. 

• Is there any interaction with the parking rates in the inner-city? This is crucial! 

• We hope one day there will be (more effective) communication.  

• In NL you pay 5 - 10 euro per day including PT. 

• Yes, excellent solution and maybe best practice is Amsterdam arena 

• What is the real estate (and parking) industry thinking about it? 

• Ideally P+R should be located before accessing the ring: this means Flanders should take care of the 
infrastructure and Brussels should reach these locations with its transport systems ... also we should 
make good benchmarks with other European cities 

• If the public transport, and the walk/bikelanes were of a better quality, with a better feeling of being 
secure in your travel, the P&R will have an appeal. At the moment however the commute at night to 
the P&R is deemed unsafe/low quality. Just elevating a parking rate in the city won't solve this. People 
pay for quality and _security_. 

 
 
3. & 4. 
Guido Savi and Pierre-Paul Bertiaux present the Luxembourg strategy which can also be viewed in this 
short movie. 
 
Questions and comments: 

• The Luxemburg context gives a good an realistic view of what can be achieved. Well done! 

• As in the presentation of Brussels, these are rather big parking facilities, but still just almost nothing 
compared to the (public and private) parking numbers in the city itself … So, is this a real 
gamechanger? 

• It is all about availability and frequency  ... which should be less than < 7min. Luxemburg has shown 
that it works. 

• And speed and capacity. 

• And nudging from within the car 

• Does Luxembourg also, in parallel, have a policy on diminishing the number of parkings in the center? 

• Coordination is the gamechanger 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FOL_qadkYyM
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5. 
Jeffrey Matthijs explains who Mobipunt vzw is and what the current situation is regarding mobility 
hubs in Belgium. 
 
Questions and comments: 

• Is your organisation approved / paid by e.g. the Flemish administration to build local multimodal hubs 
in Flanders? (-> answer: no, we mostly advise) 

• Don't forget that the Flemish OSLO standard is only a first step. Indeed, how is TOMP linked to OSLO? 
TOMP has been used only as an inspiration; the OSLO standard has only been mapped to MDS and 
GBFS in a POC.  

• How is payment organised for all services at the Mobyhub? (-> answer: still being studied) 

• Paris ("Metropolitain") & London ("Underground") both use M for Metro but also have different 
(creative) look & feel -> this should be possible for hubs as well  

• You don't need one logo: you need mutual concepts; principles;... User experience and recognisability 
is not only about logo and colors (the Mobipunten-logo could refer to minimum requirements). 

 
6. 
Simon Neyt handles some more questions and comments and summarises conclusions for the webinar. 
 
Other remaining questions and comments: 

• How to create healthy market dynamics - cfr earlier comment "should the real estate sector become 
involved"? 

• Who should take the lead: authorities & politicians or the market. The success in Luxembourg shows " 
authorities are crucial ... 

• User centric: important to stress that there is a clear relation of mobi-hubs with MaaS mobility 
services 

• From my perspective I have learned that parking operators do not like to invest in P+R facilities. This is 
in the NL a government project. Payment is based on other KPI's than € for parking. 

• Integration with Mobipunten is important in the context of the Flemish soft regulation (“MaaS 
Afsprakenkader”) 

• Wider integration in urban planning is necessary as well 

• And last but not least: get the basics right in terms of parking policies, company cars, fiscality … 

 

KEY TAKE-AWAYS: 

1. Networked thinking: location is everything 
·        Clear multimodal focus (OV, bike, car, sharing systems) and connections within a bigger network 
·        Location is a defining factor: 

·        Availability of public transportation (nearby tram, train, metro network) for hubs with a 
(inter)regional function, to connect with the bigger network 
·        For P+R locations: close-by highway exits and before the critical congestion point 

·        More than a mobility focus - spatial integration: hubs will be challenged on “liveability” and safety. 
  
2. User centric design & origin-destination focus 
·        Offline infrastructure design & online customer journey (Jeffrey: bricks and bites): obstacles to 
make it more seamless and user-friendly have been known for a while (ticket integration with public 
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transport, data sharing, integrated information, etc.) --> It will require decisiveness (“daadkracht”), or 
users will turn their backs on the combimobility / mobi hub strategy 
·        The combi-mobility strategy requires more than well-developed hubs: public transportation 
performance will be a big factor in the success of mobility hubs. 
  
3. A shared vision, but different branding: how to make it 'easy to read'? 
·        Element that also been tackled by Jeffrey - use of a common minimum denominator 
·        A combimobility vision should be shared 
·        Look and feel for its users’ needs to be somewhat similar 
·        One branding won't happen, but need to align on the storytelling and make it recognisable 
·        Big mental gap need to be closed. 
  
4. “How in hell” will we get this financed? 
·        Need to prioritise investments (not a rat race for money, but need to make smart decisions) 
·        Make shared investments, solidarity between governments to share costs and benefits 
·        Are there any profitable financing modals for private investors (real estate interest)? 
·        Create business cases to increase Return on Investment (via parking fees?) 

  
5. Coordination: who will take the lead? 
·        Coordination requires a lot of things: rates, policies 
·        Lots of actors/authorities involved (Pierre-Paul): local, regional, interregional 
·        Requires management of the hubs (like Eric mentioned) 
·        Some takeaways: 

·        Not about who will take the lead: it won't be 1 actor, but need to make decisions on who will 
be in charge of what (in order to gain speed) 
·        Inter-regional governance structures are required (more than just the mobility region). 

 

 
 
AOB: 
Other ITS.be events in 2020 – detailed information & Google calendar/Outlook links in this brochure. 
 

• 13/5 10-12h: ITS for pedestrians and cyclists -- concall 

http://www.its.be/sites/default/files/ITS-action-plan-v8-web.pdf
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• 28/5 14-16h: MaaS all hands meeting -- concall 

• 10/6 10-12h: Interoperable ticketing & payment for public transport -- concall 

• 17/6 10-12h: Follow-up webinar MoDi-project -- concall 

• 24/6 10-12h: Supporting end-users via (a market for personalised) mobility advisors and by 
sharing end-user experiences -- concall 

• 24/9 14-17h: Belgian ITS.be congress Bluepoint Brussels (virtual) 

• 4-8/10 all day: World ITS congress Los Angeles 

• 21/10 10-12h: Towards a common C-ITS profile 

• 18/11 10-12h: Harmonisation of electromobility information & payment 

• 3/12 14-16h: MaaS all hands meeting @Dep MOW Flanders 
• 16/12 10-12h: Towards common MaaS APIs - Need for a competence center 

 

 
Participants list:  
 

Laurent Van Butsele Agentschap Wegen en Verkeer 

Yves de Beleyr Agentschap Wegen en Verkeer 

Annelies Develtere AllRide 

Robert Seghers ALSTOM Belgium 

Chris Van Maroey Antwerp City, Smart Ways to Antwerp 

Mark Keppens Arcadis 

Philippe Kahn Arval Belgium 

Michel Meuter ASBL MOBILESEM 

Klaas Olbrechts attentia 

Bram Seeuws Autodelen.net 

Jeffrey Matthijs Autodelen.net 

Dennis De Ryck BAM Belgium 

Michael van Berkel BDO 

Nicolas Talpe be-mobile 

hans van winckel be-mobile 

Marianne Thys bruxelles Mobilité 

Jan Deman Busworld Foundation 

David Neys Cegeka 

Benny Schaeken Cegeka 

Jos Polleunis CEGEKA NV 

Lieve Vijverman city Aalst 

Willem Geelen City of Antwerp 

Bart Slabbinck city of Bruges 

Bart Seghers De Lijn 

Ruben Hens De Lijn 

Sander Wouters De Lijn 

Daan Cools De Lijn 

Jeroen Jonckheere De Lijn 
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Erwin Fierens De Lijn 

Griet Similon De Lijn 

Gust Verheyen De Lijn (mobiliteitsontwikkelaar) 

Aled Walker Deloitte 

Amber Coone Deloitte 

stijn vandeweyer Deloitte 

Hendrik Van Eldere Deloitte Consulting 

odette buntinx Departement MOW 

Tom Geerts DMOW 

Michiel Hoffmann Dynniq Belgium 

Ludovic Bytebier Europ Assistance 

johan vandenbroucke europ assistance belgium 

Simon Neyt EY 

Louise De Tremerie EY 

Eloïse de Villegas FEB- VBO 

Guido Savi Febiac 

Laurent Willaert Febiac 

David Schoenmaekers FOD Mobiliteit en Vervoer 

Damiano Valenti Felyx BVBA 

Mikaël Van Eeckhoudt Fietsersbond 

Dieter Snauwaert Fietsersbond 

Michael Beckmann FlixBus 

Kurth Achten Fluvius 

Anne Delanote Fluvius 

gert vervaet Geosparc 

Kris De Pril Geosparc 

Bart Decuypere Icoms Detections 

Peter Van der Perre ITS.be 

Kurt Marquet ITS.be 

Merijn Gouweloose IVA Mobiliteitsbedrijf stad Gent 

Michel Everard Kuwait Petroleum Belgium 

Christian Jordens Kuwait petroleum Belgium 

David Millan Mene Lab Box 

Katrien De Clerck Lab Box 

Jan Vanderhoeven Lime 

Ralph de Jong MaaS Global 

Rick Meynen MIVB 

Yves Roelandt Mobiliteitsbedrijf Stad Gent 

Marc Breugem Monotch 

paul theyskens MOW 

Jaak Boon MOW Vlaamse Overheid 

Miguel Vertriest Netwerk Duurzame Mobiliteit 

Pierre-Paul Bertiaux New mobility consulting 

Stijn Keppens Optimile 

Eric Dubois Parking.Brussels 
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JP Vandewinckele Parko 

Joachim Jacob Partago 

Robin Huizenga PTV Group 

Dirk Verdeyen Rauwers Controle 

Jens Verhiest Skipr 

Tom Vinck stad Antwerpen 

Stijn Vernaillen Stad Antwerpen 

Lies Laridon Stad Diksmuide 

Jorne Demarcke Stad Diksmuide 

Leen Gruyters Stad Hasselt 

Tim Hemeleers Stad Hasselt 

Liselotte Van Gils Stad Leuven 

Davy Willaert Stad Roeselare 

karolien van den broeck stad turnhout 

johan vangeffelen stad Sint-Truiden 

Michel Genot STIB-MIVB 

Robert Fontaine STIB-MIVB 

Bernard Petit STIB-MIVB 

Sven Huysmans The New Drive 

Sven Maerivoet TML 

Bart De Wolf TomTom 

Filipe Fraga Tractebel 

Katie Monroe Transit 

Erik De Buck Treintrambus 

Wim De Boeck Velo-Boxx 

Mathieu Cockhuyt VVSG 

Jeroen Van Houtte Vervoerregio Antwerpen 

Bruno Sciannamea Ville de Liège 

Tom Janssens vervoerregio Antwerpen 

Tom D’Hollander Voetgangersbeweging 

Ingrid Winter Worldline 

Ruth Houben WOW-mobility 

Christophe JANSSEN XXImo Mobility 

Thierry Deflandre Zen Car 

 
 


